NEONATE & PREMATURE BABY WARMING

Equipment for Theatres

MedWarm systems for warming underweight
neonate and premature babies . There are two
controllers, one with battery for mobile use.
There is a heated cot mattress and two types of
heated blanket - one made especially for mothers to
nurse and feed their baby whilst warming continues.
This is often called ‘kangaroo care’.

THEATRE WARMING BLANKETS
MedWarm Theatre System consists of warming
blankets and a control unit for precise regulation of
heat delivery. This gives hypothermia prevention in
the intra operative setting. Because more than 90% of
body heat is lost through the skin surface blankets
should cover as much of the skin as possible.
MedWarm Theatre System

MedWarm Heated Mattresses

Recovery & Transport Warming

A theatre warming system consists of:
• a controller
• a body blanket
• an arm-shoulder blanket, and possibly
• a heated mattress
• Adult Versions • Paediatric Versions
Pre- and recovery warming is made effective by
using a single heated blanket that provides constant
and controlled warmth for as long as necessary.
Features of all models
Very Low running costs, no forced air, totally
cleanable and noise-free plus proven capable of
transferring double the warmth to your patients.
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Fluid & Blanket Warming Cabinets
Blood Bank Refrigerators
Peri Operative Warming Blankets
Theatre Table Warming Mattreesses
Theatre & Recovery Warming Blankets
RippleHeat & RippleCool Mattresses
Formalin Specimen Storage Cabinets
Formalin Dispensing Station

Also available:
Transport & emergency heated blanket systems.
These are a very cost-effective alternative to forced
air systems. Savings figures available on request.
These are even more effective when used with

Web: www.qedscientific.co.uk
pre-warming and transport warming systems.
E-mail: info@qedscientific.co.uk

Call for full details of any product
01663 735 494

FLUID WARMING CABINETS

COMBINED FLUID & BLANKET WARMING

For use in theatre prep rooms, Day Surgery, A&E,
intensive care, etc. Options include glazed viewing
panels, wall fixing brackets, stands, alarms and bag
storage baskets.

Ideal for theatres needing both facilities in one compact
unit. One cabinet is for storing fluids and the other is for
storing blankets. Each section has its own temperature and
safety systems. Special baskets store the blankets so that
the warm air can circulate easily. Bottles of fluid are stored
on wire shelves to ensure fast warm-up times. Five
standard combinations of fluid/blanket cabinets are
available and we can also manufacture to your needs.

14 standard models with storage capacities from 9
to 180 1-litre bottles; 2 to 40 3-litre bags, etc. We can
also manufacture sizes to your needs.

For smaller departments with more basic needs we offer
single compartment cabinets that can hold bottles and
blankets together (see blanket warming cabinet range).

FW75 holds 25 1-litre bottles

CONTRAST MEDIA & LOTION WARMING
For use in theatres, clinics and other areas where
contrast media or lotions must be warmed 37C to
increase usability & patient comfort. Example is
for warming contrast media in CT radiology.

MW40/2S
with optional
glass door

Model FW210/BW150/CC Shown with optional viewing panels

BLOOD BANK REFRIGERATORS
Storage from 20 to over 800 bags. All models are
BS4376 & MHRA compliant and Medical Device
registered. They all have a chart recorder and fully
comprehensive dual alarm with remote contacts.
Most models are available with a choice of storage
on shelves or pull out drawers. Larger models are
available with a backup second refrigeration
system.

BLANKET WARMING CABINETS

BWH120 holds 16 hospital blankets

The standard BW range of blanket warming cabinets
offer safe warming of blankets. These insulated
cabinets have microprocessor control of temperature
and an independent safety cutout. They are available
in eight popular sizes with storage from 4 to 40+
blankets. These cabinets are used in A&E as well as
theatre recovery where patients will benefit from
being kept warm.
There is evidence of fewer incidences of infection if
patients are warmed during surgery. Patients will
often recover faster from anaesthetics, in greater
comfort, require less antibiotics and can be
discharged sooner if kept warm post-operatively.

FORMALIN DISPENSING & SAMPLE STORAGE
Safe handling of formalin is always of importance so these
cabinets are ideally suited for use in theatre prep room or
stores areas.
The dispenser is free standing and has a foot switch so that
your hands are free to safely hold specimen containers. The
formalin is pumped direct from containers into sample pots.

“Keeping Patients Warm is Best Practice”

BW355/WH

The three budget models offer storage of blankets
only, in cabinets of simple design and with basic
controls.

Theatre
formalin dispenser
and storage cabinet

The storage cabinet can sit on a bench and is ideally suited
for the safe storage of samples waiting to go to the lab.

